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Women publish and 
patent less than men

• Women make up only 12% of patent 
inventors, even though they make up 
28% of scientific and technical workers 
(Toole et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2006; Thebaud and Charles 
2018)

• Relative to men, women also tend to 
publish less, with estimates using data 
from NSF’s Survey of Doctorate 
Recipients suggesting 5-year 
productivity differences of roughly 20 
percent (Ceci et al., 2014)

Historical comparison of gender inequality in scientific careers across countries and disciplines. 
Huang et al., 2020 PNAS  https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1914221117

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1914221117


The state of data in the US in 2009 (ARRA)
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What not to do: Self evaluate
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What not to do: Ad-hoc approaches



What not to do: Bureaucratic madness
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What not to do: manual reporting
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The state of data in 2022: 
Build a sensible framework





IRIS/UMETRICS Dataset



They really are less productive

Family responsibilities (e.g. Fox 2005; Hunter and Leahey 2010; Whittington 2011) 

Career paths and promotion differences (Huang et al 2020; Ceci et al 2014; Mairesse Visentin and Pezzoni 2020)

Less welcoming work environments (Bostwick and Weinberg 2018; Tomaskovic-Devey 2005) 

◦ Different positions in laboratory
◦ Different supervision

Sorting into research areas, interests, and specialization (e.g. Leahey 2006)

Response to failure (Subramani, Aneja, and Reshef 2021)

They may be undervalued

Using data to understand diversity:
Why do women publish/patent less?
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Why data important?
There is an inherent problem in relying on observed output to infer 
gender gaps in scientific productivity 
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We combine three datasets to generate a rich dataset linking 
research teams to their scientific output
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A hypothetical team

PI Bob

Graduate 
Students

Alicia

Jim

Daniel

Faculty

Matt

Kim

Postdocs

Sam

Mike

Research 
Scientists/Staff

Linda

Roxanne

Robin

Undergraduate 
Students

Daisy
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All members of this team are “potential authors”, but only some 
become “realized authors” on any given paper/patent
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“Ever Author”: Ever cited as an author on any article or patent produced by 
research lab 
◦ 17% of research team members are “ever authors”
◦ 21% for men; 12% for women.

“Ever Authorship”: Cited on any given paper or patent 
◦ 13.24% gap between men and women on article
◦ 58.40% gap between men and women on patent

“High-impact Authorship”: Cited on any given high impact paper or patent
◦ The higher the impact of the paper, the less likely they are to be named.   
◦ E.g. an article with 25 citations is 20% less likely to be named

Different measures of attribution in the raw data
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Women are less likely to be named at all stages (L) 
and in all fields (R)
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The gender gap in attribution persists even with controls

Articles                Patents

Bands give 95% confidence intervals.Context Data Evidence Policy



Women’s attribution 
declines with article  impact
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Different gender imputations

Different definitions of potential 
authors 

Different types of research output

Timing of research output relative to 
employment

Sample construction

Logistic model

Definition of time working in labs
Connect
ions and 
Credit: 
How 
Social 
Networks 
Shape 
the 

 

The finding that women in research teams are significantly less 
likely to be credited with authorship is incredibly robust…
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Survey + interviews to understand 
mechanisms, corroborate results, 
and hear voices

Authors who appeared on at least one WoS article 
after 2014 and who had an e-mail address

Asked about: 
• Their roles on named papers
• Whether they had been left off of other papers and why

Of the 2,660 responses, 43% of women and 38% of 
men report being excluded as an author (p=.015)

Optional open-ended responses + willingness to be 
interviewed
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Women are more likely to report that their contributions were 
underestimated or that there was discrimination
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Women report making more contributions than men on authored papers

(μWomen=6.34; μMen=6.11; p=.09)
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“I did not push to be listed as an author.” (F)

“Senior authors shamed me in front of group for asking for recognition (trying not to 
be a female-doormat stereotype backfires pretty much every time I have tried...)” (F)

“I was scared to make too much of a fuss” (F)

“when one of them tried to express her feelings, she heard she was too sensitive. 
From then on, we all just "accepted" the situation.” (F)

“I have also had to fight to have my name included on papers in which I have 
heavily contributed. As a result of this fight, I have not been excluded from papers; 
but, this has created rifts in the workplace. I have had multiple individuals refuse to 
work with me following such discussions.” (F)

Narrative responses: 
Women don’t ask…but asking can also backfire
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“Publications were used as reward and punishment.” (F)

“This is not that uncommon an occurrence. It is largely related to bias and favouritism in the lab management.” (F)

“The problem of adding/omitting the correct authors to a paper is not uncommon. It is used to disadvantage or advantage 
someone for his/her career. It is used by seniors/PIs just because they have more power over other colleagues” (F)

“As a young RA I did all the data analyses and a lot of the writing for a paper but was working for a arrogant older male.” (F)

“I have seen friends in this situation, where some undergrads and grad students were "overlooked", while other "contributors"
higher up in the academic hierarchy were included in papers despite not having contributed at all.” (M)

“The person who changed the order of the names was in a power position and I could not say anything.” (F)

“Academia is so competitive to gain tenure, grants etc that some people will take any opportunity to limit career 
progression of colleagues and collaborators and limiting authorship is one of the passive means to achieving this outcome” 
(M)

“Most of my fellow academics (especially women, and most especially women of color) have been harmed by faculty who 
decide to award authorship to other lab members who did not do the work. Sometimes authorship is removed because of 
lab favoritism; sometimes authorship is removed as a retaliatory move when the trainee reports harassment or bullying.” (F)

“In cases where the corresponding author didn't 'like' a lab member, he would not give authorship.” (F)

Narrative responses:
Power dynamics and personal preferences
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“My experience is that the definition of intellectual contribution is sometimes not clear in certain projects and some PIs ma y not have 
fair criteria.” (M)

“I have found through 30 years and three continents that often women's contributions are considered "being nice and helpful" and
bot acknowledged as scientific contribution” (F)

“The culture of inclusivity in listing people as contributors varies considerably within my field. Some researchers consider a long author 
list as a dilution, or want to avoid author-ordering discussions.” (M)

“We don't have institutional guidelines to help determine authorship…Authorship here is directly linked to economic benefits and it is a 
means to control the income of research staff. This is slowly improving but it remains unfair” (M)

“A murky situation arises in collaborative team-based sampling collection and archiving where the junior folks do a huge share of 
sample collection, labwork, management/organization, etc of biological materials that later become resources.” (M)

“I believe that most of the time there is a lack of clear "rules" regarding who should be included in a paper. Each research group 
makes its own "rules" and they usually change to one manuscript to another, especially when there are collaborations involved.” (M)

“Some PI's I have published with have an overly-rigorous metric: "If someone didn't directly make a specific figure, no authorship". 
Others are even more obnoxious: "No undergrads or techs on papers - regardless of their level of contribution." Other interdisciplinary 
papers (mostly with a clinical component) only list the "main" clinical contact as an author, not the residents or fellows who actually did 
the work.” (M)

Narrative responses:
Lack of clear criteria
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Discouragement of early career researchers

Noisy productivity signals

Other groups
◦ Minorities
◦ Immigrants
◦ non-native speakers
◦ First-gen
◦ “quiet voices” in general

Consequences for research and innovation
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Science is now big science
◦ Training in grad school
◦ Training for PIs
◦ Communicate as PI
◦ Communicate as team member
◦ Project CREDIT
Better measurement 
◦ The effect of policies instituted by the research institutions on science quality
◦ Student retention, placements and career trajectories
◦ Business startups

What can be done in science?
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Lower cost and lower burden approach to data collection

New units of analysis (innovative teams)

New ways to measure industries (AI, biomanufacturing, synthetic bilogy etc)

New ways to think about R&D policy interventions

……

Broader implications
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Julia.lane@nyu.edu

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julia-lane/

Questions?

Julia Lane

mailto:Julia.lane@nyu.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/julia-lane/
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